Implementing Grade Level Content for students with Significant Cognitive Disabilities

Disclaimer: This presentation does NOT ensure that attendees with pass the GAA, but instead provides approaches to working within the GAA guidelines and procedures.
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What is the GAA?

- An effort to ensure that ALL students, regardless of their disability, are given equal access to the general education curriculum.
- Ensures accountability for teachers, schools, and districts teaching students with significant cognitive disabilities.
What are some ways to incorporate grade level content into your classrooms?

- Utilize your resources (regular ed teachers, websites, peers)
Elementary tips

- Analyze Pre-Assessment Data!!!!1
- Big Macs
- Same age peers from the general education setting
- Bright, attractive activities
- Website (Resource Board)
High School Tips

- Analyze Pre Assessment Data!!!!
- Students want material that looks age appropriate
- Utilize peers from the general education setting to aid in instruction
- Community integration and activities are awesome and the kids enjoy them
Successful techniques used by others.?? Share